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Abstract
We consider a variation of a classical Tur3an-type extremal problem (F. Chung, R. Graham,
Erdo˝s on Graphs: His Legacy of Unsolved Problems, AK Peters Ltd., Wellesley, 1998, Chapter
3) as follows: Determine the smallest even integer (Kr;s; n) such that every n-term graphic
sequence = (d1; d2; : : : ; dn) with term sum () = d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dn¿ (Kr;s; n) is potentially
Kr;s-graphic, where Kr;s is a r× s complete bipartite graph, i.e.,  has a realization G containing
Kr;s as its subgraph. In this paper, we Brst give suCcient conditions for a graphic sequence being
potentially Kr;s-graphic, and then we determine (Kr;r ; n) for r = 3; 4.
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1. Introduction
The set of all sequences =(d1; d2; : : : ; dn) of nonnegative integers with di6n − 1
for each i is denoted by NSn. A sequence ∈NSn is said to be graphic if it is the
degree sequence of some simple graph G on n vertices, and such graph G is called
a realization of . The set of all graphic n-term sequences in nonincreasing order is
denoted by Gn. For a given graph H , a sequence ∈Gn is said to be forcibly (resp.
potentially) H-graphic if each realization of  contains H as its subgraph (resp. there
exists a realization of  containing H as its subgraph).
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It is well known [1] that one of classical extremal problems in extremal graph theory
is to determine the smallest integer t(H; n) such that every graph G on n vertices
with edge number e(G)¿t(H; n) contains H as its subgraph. The number t(H; n) is
called the Tur8an number of H . The classical Tur3an theorem [1] determined the Tur3an
number t(Kr; n) for Kr , a complete graph on r vertices. About the Tur3an number
t(Kr; r ; n), Ko˝v3ari et al. [11] and Erdo˝s and R3enyi [6], gave the general upper and
lower bounds, respectively, as follows: c1n2−(2=r)6t(Kr; r ; n)6c2n2−(1=r). In [2, Chapter
3], a conjecture has been made that t(Kr; r ; n)¿cn2−(1=r) for r¿4. Erdo˝s et al. [7]
proved t(K2;2; n)∼ 12n3=2. Recently, Fu˝redi [8] proved t(K3;3; n) ∼ 12n5=3. Nothing new
is known about t(K4;4; n). But Erdo˝s [3] has asked if the ratio t(K4;4; n)=t(K3;3; n) tends
to inBnity or not.
In terms of graphic sequences, the number 2t(Kr; n) is the smallest even integer such
that each graphic n-term sequence  with ()¿2t(Kr; n) is forcibly Kr-graphic. Erdo˝s
et al. [5] considered a variation of Tur3an theorem as follows: determine the smallest
even integer (Kr; n) such that every positive graphic n-term sequence =(d1; : : : ; dn)
with term sum ()=d1+· · ·+dn¿(Kr; n) is potentially Kr-graphic. They conjectured
that (Kr; n)=(r−2)(2n− r+1)+2 for enough large n and proved that the conjecture
holds for r=3 and n¿6. Recently, Li and Song [13] and Gould et al. [9] proved that
the conjecture holds for r=4 and n¿8 independently. Li and Song [12] and Li et al.
[14] also proved that the conjecture is positive for r=5 and n¿10 and for r¿6 and
n¿( r−12 ) + 3. Li and Yin [15] further determine the number (Kk+1; n) for k¿6 and
n¿2k + 3. The problem about determining (Kk+1; n) is completely solved.
A similar problem is to determine the smallest even integer (Kr; s; n) such that each
graphic n-term sequence  with ()¿(Kr; s; n) is potentially Kr; s-graphic. Gould et
al. [9] determined the number (K2;2; n). In this paper, we Brst give certain suCcient
conditions for a graphic sequence being potentially Kr; s-graphic. And then we use these
suCcient conditions to determine (Kr; r ; n) for r=3; 4.
2. On the potentially Kr; s-graphic sequences
In this section, we Brst give suCcient conditions for a graphic sequence being po-
tentially Kr; s-graphic. We need some notations and known results.
Let =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; dr+s+1; : : : ; dn)∈NSn. If  has a realization H with
vertex set {v1; v2; : : : ; vn}, such that di is the degree of vi in H , and H contains Kr; s as
its subgraph, where X ={v1; : : : ; vr}; Y ={ur+1; : : : ; ur+s}⊆{vr+1; : : : ; vn} is the bipartite
partition of the vertex set of Kr; s, then  is called potentially Br; s-graphic. Furthermore,
if {ur+1; : : : ; ur+s}={vr+1; : : : ; vr+s}, then  is said to be potentially Ar; s-graphic.
Theorem 2.1 (Erdo˝s and Gallai [4]). Let =(d1; d2; : : : ; dn)∈NSn be a nonincreasing
sequence and with even (). Then ∈Gn if and only if for any t; 16t6n− 1,
t∑
i=1
di6t(t − 1) +
n∑
j= t+1
min{t; dj}: (1)
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For a nonincreasing sequence =(d1; d2; : : : ; dn)∈NSn, let
′′=
{
(d1 − 1; : : : ; dk−1 − 1; dk+1 − 1; : : : ; ddk+1 − 1; ddk+2; : : : ; dn) if dk¿k;
(d1 − 1; : : : ; ddk − 1; ddk+1; : : : ; dk−1; dk+1; : : : ; dn) if dk¡k:
Denote ′=(d′1; d
′
2; : : : ; d
′
n−1), where d
′
1¿d
′
2¿ · · ·¿d′n−1 is the rearrangement of the
(n− 1) terms in ′′. Then ′ is called the residual sequence obtained by laying oO dk
from .
Theorem 2.2 (Kleitman and Wang [10]). Let ∈NSn be a nonincreasing sequence.
Then ∈Gn if and only if ′∈Gn−1.
Proposition 2.3. Let =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; dr+s+1; : : : ; dn)∈NSn, where n − 1¿
d1¿ · · ·¿dr¿s; n− 1¿dr+1¿ · · ·¿dr+s¿r and n− 1¿dr+s+1¿ · · ·¿dn¿r. Denote
′1=


(d2; : : : ; dr; dr+1 − 1; : : : ; dr+d1 − 1; dr+d1+1; : : : ; dn) if d16n− r;
(d2 − 1; : : : ; dd1+r−n+1 − 1;
dd1+r−n+2; : : : ; dr; dr+1 − 1; : : : ; dn − 1) if d1¿n− r
and ′′1 =(d
(1)
2 ; : : : ; d
(1)
r ; d
(1)
r+1; : : : ; d
(1)
r+s; d
(1)
r+s+1; : : : ; d
(1)
n ), where d
(1)
2 ¿ · · ·¿d(1)r is the re-
arrangement of the :rst r − 1 terms in ′1, d(1)r+1=dr+1 − 1; : : : ; d(1)r+s=dr+s − 1, and
d(1)r+s+1¿ · · ·¿d(1)n is the rearrangement of the :nal n− r − s terms in ′1. If ′′1 has
a realization H with vertex set {v2; : : : ; vn} such that d(1)i is the degree of vi in H
and H contains Kr−1; s as its subgraph, where X ={v2; : : : ; vr}; Y ={vr+1; : : : ; vr+s} is
the bipartite partition of the vertex set of Kr−1; s, then  is potentially Ar; s-graphic.
Proof. It follows from the deBnition of ′′1 that the Proposition holds.
For the sequence ′′1 , if d
(1)
2 ¿ · · ·¿d(1)r ¿s, we can deBne similarly the sequence
′′2 as follows: DeBne
′2=


(d(1)3 ; : : : ; d
(1)
r ; d
(1)
r+1 − 1; : : : ; d(1)r+d(1)2 − 1; d
(1)
r+d(1)2 +1
; : : : ; d(1)n ) if d
(1)
2 6n− r;
(d(1)3 − 1; : : : ; d(1)d(1)2 +r−n+2 − 1;
d(1)
d(1)2 +r−n+3
; : : : ; d(1)r ; d
(1)
r+1 − 1; : : : ; d(1)n − 1) if d(1)2 ¿n− r;
and ′′2 =(d
(2)
3 ; : : : ; d
(2)
r ; d
(2)
r+1; : : : ; d
(2)
r+s; d
(2)
r+s+1; : : : ; d
(2)
n ), where d
(2)
3 ¿ · · ·¿d(2)r is the re-
arrangement of the Brst r − 2 terms in ′2, d(2)r+1=d(1)r+1 − 1; : : : ; d(2)r+s=d(1)r+s − 1, and
d(2)r+s+1¿ · · ·¿d(2)n is the rearrangement of the Bnal n − r − s terms in ′2. For any
36k6r, if d(k−1)k ¿ · · ·¿d(k−1)r ¿s, the deBnitions of ′k and ′′k are similar.
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Proposition 2.4. Let =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; dr+s+1; : : : ; dn)∈NSn be a sequence in
Proposition 2.3, and ′′r can be de:ned as above. If 
′′
r is graphic, then  is potentially
Ar; s-graphic.
Proof. The result follows from the deBnition of ′′r .
The sequence ′′r is called the type 1 criteria sequence of .
Lemma 2.5. Let =(d1; : : : ; dn)∈NSn, m= max{d1; : : : ; dn}, and () be even. Denote
P=( Pd1; : : : ; Pdn), where m= Pd1¿ · · ·¿ Pdn is the rearrangement of d1; : : : ; dn. If there
exists an integer n16n such that Pdn1¿h¿1 and n1¿
1
h [
(m+h+1)2
4 ], then ∈Gn.
Proof. It is enough to prove that P∈Gn. Since n1¿ 1h [ (m+h+1)
2
4 ]¿
1
h (mh + 1)=m +
1
h ,
we have n1¿m+ 1. By Theorem 2.1, we only need to verify that (1) holds for ˜. If
16t6h, then
∑t
i=1
Pdi6tm6t(n1−1)= t(t−1)+t(n1−t)6t(t−1)+
∑n
i= t+1 min{ Pdi; t}.
Assume h¡t6m. If
∑t
i=1
Pdi¿t(t − 1) +
∑n
i= t+1 min{ Pdi; t}; then tm¿t(t − 1) +
h(n1 − t), i.e., t(m + h + 1 − t)¿n1h: Hence n1¡t(m+h+1−t)h 6 1h [m+h+12 ](m + h + 1 −
[m+h+12 ])=
1
h [
(m+h+1)2
4 ], which is impossible. So, (1) holds for h¡t6m. Moreover, (1)
holds clearly for m¡t6n− 1. Thus (1) holds for .
The sequences P=(d1; : : : ; dn) is called the rearrangement sequence of .
Lemma 2.6. If =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; : : : ; dn) is potentially Br; s-graphic, then 
is potentially Ar; s-graphic.
Proof. Since  is potentially Br; s-graphic, we can choose a realization H with vertex
set {v1; v2; : : : ; vn} such that the following conditions are satisBed: (i) di is the degree
of vi in H for each i, (ii) H contains Kr; s as its subgraph, where X ={v1; : : : ; vr};
Y ={ur+1; : : : ; ur+s}⊆{vr+1; : : : ; vn} is the bipartite partition of the vertex set of Kr; s,
(iii) |Z ∩Y | is maximum, where Z={vr+1; : : : ; vr+s}. Clearly, if |Z ∩Y |=s, i.e., Z=Y ,
then  is potentially Ar; s-graphic. If |Z ∩Y |¡s, then Y − Z and Z − Y are nonempty.
Hence there exist v∈Z − Y and u∈Y − Z such that d(v)¿d(u). By the choice of
H and Y , we have X *N (v), where N (v) is the set of neighbors of v in H . Now
assume that X ∩N (v)={v1; : : : ; vt}, where 06t6r − 1. Since d(v)¿d(u), |N (v) −
(X ∪{u})|¿|N (u)−(X ∪{v})|+r−t. Hence, there exist w1; : : : ; wr−t∈N (v)−(X ∪{u})
such that wiu =∈E(H) for i=1; : : : ; r − t. Then H ′=H − {viu : i= t + 1; : : : ; r}+ {wiu :
i=1; : : : ; r− t}− {wiv : i=1; : : : ; r− t}+ {viv : i= t +1; : : : ; r} realizes , and contains
Kr; s as its subgraph, where X; Y − {u}+ {v} is the bipartite partition of the vertex set
of Kr; s. Clearly |(Y − u + v)∩Z |¿|Z ∩Y |, contradicts the choice of H and Y . Thus,
 is potentially Ar; s-graphic.
Lemma 2.7. Let =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where n¿r+s+1 and dn¿r,
and let ′=(d′1; d
′
2; : : : ; d
′
n−1) be the residual sequence obtained by laying o> dn from .
Then  is potentially Br; s-graphic if ′ is potentially Br; s-graphic.
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Proof. If there exists t such that r6t6dn and dt¿dt+1, then d′1=d1−1; : : : ; d′t =dt−1.
Since ′ is potentially Br; s-graphic,  is potentially Br; s-graphic too. Hence, we assume
that d1¿· · ·¿d‘¿d‘+1= · · ·=dr= · · ·=ddn+1= · · ·=ddn+h¿ddn+h+1¿· · ·¿dn, where
06‘6r− 1 and h¿1. If h¿r− ‘, then ′ satisBes d′1=d1− 1; : : :; d′‘=d‘ − 1; d′‘+1=
ddn+1; : : : ; d
′
r=ddn+r−‘. Since 
′ is potentially Br; s-graphic, there exists a realization H
with vertex set {v′1; v′2; : : : ; v′n−1} such that d′i is the degree of v′i in H and H con-
tains Kr; s as its subgraph, where {v′1; : : : ; v′r}; {ur+1; : : : ; ur+s}⊆{v′r+1; : : : ; v′n−1} is the
bipartite partition of the vertex set of Kr; s. Hence,  has a realization G with vertex
set {v1; v2; : : : ; vn} containing Kr; s as its subgraph such that di is the degree of vi in
G and {v1; : : : ; v‘; vdn+1; : : : ; vdn+r−‘} is one part of the bipartite partition of the vertex
set of Kr; s. Since d‘+1= · · · =dr=ddn+1= · · · =ddn+r−‘,  is still nonincreasing after
interchanging d‘+i with ddn+i for i=1; : : : ; r − ‘. Thus,  is potentially Br; s-graphic.
For the case of h¡r − ‘, we can prove by a similar method that  is potentially
Br; s-graphic.
Lemma 2.8. Let r; s¿2, and =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where n−r−1¿
d1¿ · · ·¿dr−1¿dr =dr+1 = · · · =dr+s=dr+s+1 = · · · =dr+d1 =dr+d1+1¿dr+d1+2¿· · ·
¿dn¿r¿1 and dr+s= r + s− 1. Then  is potentially Ar; s-graphic.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we only need to prove that the type 1 criteria sequences ′′r
is graphic. It is easy to see from the deBnition of ′′r that (
′′
r ) is even, d
(r)
r+1= · · · =
d(r)r+s=s−1 and s6d(r)r+s+16r+s−1. Denote ti= max{t∈{1; : : : ; n} : dr+s+t¿r+s−1−i}
for 06i6r.
First, we prove the claim: For 16k6r, if d(k)r+s+1=r + s − i − 1 (06i6k − 1),
then d(k)r+s+tl¿r + s − l − 1 for i + 16l6r. Use induction on k. If k=1, then by
d1¿ · · ·¿dr=dr+1= · · · =dr+d1+1=r+ s− 1, we have d(1)r+s+1=r+ s− 1 and d(1)r+s+tl¿
r+ s− l−1 for 16l6r. Now assume the claim holds for k−1(k¿2). We will prove
it holds for k. Since d(k)r+s+1=r+ s− i− 1 (06i6k− 1), we have d(k−1)r+s+1=r+ s− i− 1
or r + s − (i − 1) − 1. If d(k−1)r+s+1=r + s − i − 1, then by the induction hypothesis,
d(k−1)r+s+tl¿r + s− l− 1 for i+ 16l6r. Hence d(k)r+s+tl¿r + s− l− 1 for i+ 16l6r. If
d(k−1)r+s+1=r+ s− (i− 1)− 1, then by the induction hypothesis, d(k−1)r+s+tl¿r+ s− l− 1 for
i6l6r. Since tl¿d1− s+1¿dk− s+1, we have d(k)r+s+tl¿r+ s− l−1 for i+16l6r.
Thus, the claim holds for k.
Now suppose that d(r)r+s+1=r + s − i − 1 for 06i6r − 1. Denote k0=[ r(r−1)i+1 ]. If
dr+s+k0+16r+ s− i−3, then by dr+1= · · · =dr+d1 =dr+d1+1=r+ s−1 and d1¿d2¿ · · ·
¿dr , we have s+k0+1¿d1+2, i.e., k0+1¿d1−s+2. Moreover, for t¿k0+1; r+s−i−
3¿dr+s+t=d
(1)
r+s+t=d
(2)
r+s+t= · · · =d(r)r+s+t . Hence (r+s−1−(r+s−i−2))k0¿r(r−1)+1,
which implies (i+1)[ r(r−1)i+1 ]¿r(r−1)+1, a contradiction. Hence dr+s+k0+1¿r+s−i−2.
Then ti+1¿k0 + 1. By the claim, d
(r)
r+s+ti+1¿r + s − i − 2. Now let x0=k0 + 1. Then
x0¿
r(r−1)
i+1 and d
(r)
r+s+x0+1¿r + s− i − 2.
If r=2, then ′′2 satisBes d
(2)
3 = · · · =d(2)2+s=s − 1 and s6d(2)2+s+16s + 1. Assume
d(2)2+s+1=s + 1. Then i=0, x0 + 1¿3 and d
(2)
2+s+3¿s. If s=2, then it is easy to verify
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that ′′2 is graphic. If s¿3, then the rearrangement sequence 
′′
2 =(d
(2)
3 ; : : : ; d
(2)
n ) of ′′2
satisBes d(2)3 =s+1; d
(2)
2+s+3¿s− 1 and s+3¿ 1s−1 [ (s+1+s−1+1)
2
4 ]. By Lemma 2.5, 
′′
2 is
graphic. Now assume d(2)2+s+1=s. Then i=1, x0 + 1¿2 and d
(2)
2+s+2¿s− 1. Clearly, ′′2
satisBes d(2)3 =s; d
(2)
2+s+2¿s−1 and s+2¿ (s+s−1+1)
2
4(s−1) . By Lemma 2.5, 
′′
2 is also graphic.
If r=3, then by using the similar way, we can prove that ′′3 is graphic. Now assume
r¿4. If i=r−1 or i=r−2, similar to above discussion, ′′r is graphic. If 06i6r−3,
then r+s−1− i=d(r)r+s+1¿ · · ·¿d(r)r+s+x0+1¿r+s− i−2¿s and x0¿ r(r−1)i+1 . If s6r−2,
then (i+ 1)[ (r+s−1−i+r+s−2−i)
2
4(r+s−2−i) − 1]6(r + s− i)(i+ 1)6(r − 2)(r + 1)¡r(r − 1), i.e.,
x0 +1¿
r(r−1)
i+1 +1¿
(r+s−1−i+r+s−2−i)2
4(r+s−2−i) . By Lemma 2.5, 
′′
r is graphic. If s¿r−1, then
(i+1)[ (r+s−1−i+s−1+1)
2
4(s−1) −s−1]= (i+1)(r−i+1)
2
4(s−1) +(i+1)(r− i−1)6 (r+2)
3
27(r−2) +
r2
46r(r−1),
i.e., r(r−1)i+1 + s+ 1¿
(r+s−1−i+s−1+1)2
4(s−1) . By Lemma 2.5, 
′′
r is also graphic.
The following Theorems are our main results in this section.
Theorem 2.9. Let =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where dr+s¿r + s− 1 and
dn¿r. Then  is potentially Br; s-graphic.
Proof. Use induction on r+ s. If r=1 (resp. s=1), then d1¿s (resp. dr+1¿r). Since
the sequence ′ obtained by laying oO d1 (resp. dr+1) from  is graphic,  is potentially
B1; s-graphic (resp. Br;1-graphic). Now assume the theorem holds for r + s − 1(r; s¿2
and r + s¿3). We will prove by using induction on n the theorem holds for r + s. If
n=r+ s, then =((r+ s− 1)r+s), where (r+ s− 1)r+s means that  has exactly r+ s
terms r+s−1. Clearly,  is potentially Br; s-graphic. Suppose that the theorem holds for
n− 1¿r+ s, and =(d1; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where dr+s¿r+ s− 1 and dn¿r. If dr+s¿r+ s,
then the sequence ′ obtained by laying oO dn from  satisBes d′r+s¿r + s − 1 and
d′n−1¿r. By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.7, 
′ and  both are potentially
Br; s-graphic. If dr+s=r+ s− 1 and dr¿r+ s, then the sequence ′ obtained by laying
oO dr+s from  satisBes d′1=d1 − 1; : : : ; d′r=dr − 1; d′r+s−1¿r + s − 2 and d′n−1¿r.
By the induction hypothesis, ′ is potentially Br; s−1-graphic, hence  is potentially
Br; s-graphic.
Now assume that dr= · · · =dr+s=r + s − 1. If d1¿n − r, or there exists t∈
{r+s; : : : ; r+d1} such that dt¿dt+1, then ′′1 satisBes n−2¿d(1)2 ¿ · · ·¿d(1)r ¿d(1)r+1= · · ·
=d(1)r+s=d
(1)
r+s+1¿d
(1)
r+s+2¿ · · ·¿d(1)n ¿r − 1, where d(1)r+s=r + s− 2. It is easy to verify
by Theorem 2.1 that ′′1 ∈Gn−1. Hence by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.6,
′′1 is potentially Ar−1; s-graphic. Thus,  is potentially Ar; s-graphic.
Finally, we further assume that n − r − 1¿d1¿ · · ·¿dr=dr+1= · · · =dr+s= · · ·
=dr+d1 =dr+d1+1¿dr+d1+2¿ · · ·¿dn¿r and dr+s=r + s− 1. By Lemma 2.8,  is po-
tentially Ar; s-graphic.
The proofs of the following Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 involve applying Theorems 2.9,
2.1 and induction on r + s, and verifying ′′r being graphic, the details are technical
and lengthy, and are omitted here.
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Theorem 2.10. Let =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ; dr+s; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where dr¿r + s − 1,
dr+s6 r + s − 2 and dn¿r. If n¿(r + 2)(s − 1), then  is potentially
Br; s-graphic.
Theorem 2.11. Let s¿r¿3; n¿(r + s)2=4 + (r + s)=2, and =(d1; : : : ; dr; dr+1; : : : ;
dr+s; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where dr6r+ s−2 and dn¿r. If there exists t∈{1; 2; : : : ; r=2−1}
such that dr+t¿r + s− 1− t and dr+s¿r + t, then  is potentially Kr; s-graphic.
3. The numbers (Kr; r ; n) for r=3; 4
Lemma 3.1. Let =((n− 1)r−1; (2r − 2)2; dr+2; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where n¿2r, dn¿r. De-
note ∗=(d∗r+2; : : : ; d
∗
n )=(dr+2− r−1; dr+3− r−1; : : : ; d2r− r−1; d2r+1− r+1; : : : ; dn−
r + 1). If ∗ is graphic, then  is potentially Kr; r-graphic.
Proof. Suppose that H is a realization of ∗ with vertex set V (H)={vr+2; vr+3; : : : ; vn},
where the degree of vr+i is d∗r+i. Adding vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vr+1 to H in the following
way: for any i=1; 2; : : : ; r − 1, join vi to vj; j= i + 1; : : : ; n, and for i=r; r + 1, join
vi to vj; j=r + 2; : : : ; 2r. We obtain a realization G of . Clearly, the subgraph of G
induced by {v1; v2; : : : ; v2r} contains a r × r bipartite complete graph Kr; r .
The sequence ∗ is called the type 2 criteria sequence of .
Theorem 3.2. Let n¿6. Then (K3;3; n)¿
{
5n− 3 if n is odd;
5n− 4 if n is even:
Proof. If n is odd, then =((n−1)2; 43; 3n−5) is clearly graphic and is not potentially
K3;3-graphic. Thus (K3;3; n)¿() + 2=5n− 3.
If n is even, then =((n − 1)2; 43; 3n−6; 21) is also graphic, but not potentially
K3;3-graphic. Thus (K3;3; n)¿() + 2=5n− 4.
Lemma 3.3. Let n¿10 and =(d1; d2; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where d3¿5 and dn¿3. Then  is
potentially K3;3-graphic.
Proof. The lemma follows from Theorems 2.10 and 2.11.
Lemma 3.4. Let n¿9 and =(d1; d2; : : : ; dn)∈Gn. If d3=4; dn¿3 and ()¿5n− 4,
then  is potentially K3;3-graphic.
Proof. It is easy to see that =(d1; d2; 44; d7; : : : ; dn). If d1=d2=n−1, then the type 2
criteria sequence ∗ of  is (02; d7−2; : : : ; dn−2), where 2¿d7−2¿ · · ·¿dn−2¿1. In
addition, (∗) is even. So ∗ is graphic. By Lemma 3.1,  is potentially K3;3-graphic.
If d26n− 2, then d7=4. Since d1 + d2¿5n− 4− 4(n− 2)=n+ 4, the type 1 criteria
sequence ′′3 of  satisBes d
(3)
4 =d
(3)
5 =d
(3)
6 =1 and l=d
(3)
7 ¿ · · ·¿d(3)n ¿l − 1, where
26l63. Moreover, (′′3 ) is even. Hence 
′′
3 is graphic. Thus by Proposition 2.4, 
is potentially K3;3-graphic.
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Theorem 3.5. (K3;3; 6)=26; (K3;3; 7)=34; (K3;3; 8)=40; (K3;3; 9)=44 and 
(K3;3; 10)=48.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, (K3;3; 6)¿26. Clearly, the sequences 1=(62; 45);
2= (72; 46); 3=(82; 46; 21) and 4=(92; 46; 22) are graphic, but not potentially K3;3-
graphic. Thus (K3;3; 7)¿(1)+2=34; (K3;3; 8)¿(2)+2=40; (K3;3; 9)¿(3)+
2=44 and (K3;3; 10)¿(4) + 2=48.
Suppose that =(d1; d2; : : : ; d6) is graphic and ()¿26. If G realizes , then
136e(G)615. Hence G is obtained from K6 by deleting at most two edges. Clearly,
G contains K3;3. Hence (K3;3; 6)626. Similarly, we can prove that (K3;3; 7)634,
(K3;3; 8)640, (K3;3; 9)644 and (K3;3; 10)648. The proof is completed.
Theorem 3.6. If n¿11, then (K3;3; n)=
{
5n− 3 if n is odd;
5n− 4 if n is even:
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, it is enough to prove that, if n¿11, and a graphic sequence
=(d1; d2; : : : ; dn) satisBes
()¿
{
5n− 3 if n=2m+ 1;
5n− 4 if n=2m+ 2;
then  is potentially K3;3-graphic. Apply induction on m¿5. Assume that m=5 and
n=2m + 1=11, then =(d1; d2; : : : ; d11) satisBes ()¿5 × 11 − 3=52. If d1162,
then the sequence ′ of  obtained by laying oO d11 from  satisBes (′)=() −
2d11¿52−4=48. Since (K3;3; 10)=48, ′ and  both are potentially K3;3-graphic. So
we can assume that d11¿3. Then by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4,  is potentially K3;3-graphic.
Now assume that m=5 and n=2m + 2=12. Similarly, we can prove that  is also
potentially K3;3-graphic. Thus the claim holds for m=5. Now assume that the claim
holds for m− 1¿5. We will prove that the claim holds for m. Assume that n=2m+1
and ()¿5n − 3. If dn63, then for the sequence ′ obtained by laying oO dn from
, we have (′)¿()− 2dn¿5n− 3− 6=5(n− 1)− 4, where n− 1=2(m− 1)+ 2.
By the induction hypothesis, ′ and  are potentially K3;3-graphic. If dn¿4, then by
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4,  is potentially K3;3-graphic. Now assume that n=2m + 2 and
()¿5n − 4. Similarly, we can prove that  is also potentially K3;3-graphic. This
shows that the claim holds for m¿5.
Theorem 3.7. Let n¿8. Then (K4;4; n)¿8n− 16.
Proof. It is easy to verify that =((n−1)3; 61; 5n−5; 41) is graphic, but not potentially
K4;4-graphic. Thus (K4;4; n)¿() + 2=8n− 16.
Lemma 3.8. Let n¿8 and =(d1; d2; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where d4¿7 and dn¿5. Then  is
potentially K4;4-graphic.
Proof. If d1=d2=d3=n− 1, clearly  is potentially K4;4-graphic. So we may assume
that d36n− 2. Use induction on n. If n=8, then d1=d2=d3=d4=7. Obviously,  is
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potentially K4;4-graphic. Now suppose that the lemma holds for n− 1(n¿9), and that
=(d1; : : : ; dn) is graphic, where d4¿7 and dn¿5.
If d4¿8 and d5¿6, then the sequence ′ obtained by laying oO dn from  satisBes
d′4¿7 and d
′
n−1¿5. By the induction hypothesis, 
′ and  are potentially
K4;4-graphic.
If d4¿8 and d5= · · · =dn=5, then the type 1 criteria sequence ′′4 of  satisBes
d(4)5 = · · · =d(4)8 =1 and l=d(4)9 ¿ · · ·¿d(4)n ¿l−1, where 16l65. If 16l62, clearly
′′4 is graphic. If 36l65, then the rearrangement sequence 
′′
4 of 
′′
4 satisBes d
(4)
5 =l
and d(4)n =1. It is easy to see that, if l=5, then n − 4¿20¿(5 + 1 + 1)2=4; if l=4,
then n− 4¿9¿(4+1+1)2=4; if l=3, then n− 4¿7¿(3+1+1)2=4. By Lemma 2.5,
′′4 is also graphic. Thus  is potentially K4;4-graphic. Now suppose d4=7. If d9=7,
then ′′4 satisBes d
(4)
5 = · · · =d(4)8 =3 and l=d(4)9 ¿ · · ·¿d(4)n ¿l−2, where 36l67. If
36l64, obviously ′′4 is graphic. If 56l67, then 
′′
4 satisBes d
(4)
5 =l and d
(4)
n =3. If
l=7, then n− 4¿16¿(7+3+1)2=4× 3. If l=6, then n− 4¿10¿(6+3+1)2=4× 3.
If l=5, then n − 4¿7¿(5 + 3 + 1)2=4 × 3. By Lemma 2.5, ′′4 is graphic. Hence 
is potentially K4;4-graphic. Similarly, we can prove that  is potentially K4;4-graphic if
56d966.
Lemma 3.9. Let n¿8, =(d1; : : : ; dn)∈Gn, where d4=6; dn¿5 and ()¿8n − 16.
If  = (93; 62; 55) and (83; 62; 54), then  is potentially K4;4-graphic.
Proof. It is easy to determine by ()¿8n − 16 that =(d1; d2; d3; 62; d6; : : : ; dn). If
n=8, then =(73; 64; 51); (73; 62; 53); (68); (71; 66; 51); (72; 64; 52) or (72; 62). Since the
type 1 criteria sequences of (68); (71; 66; 51); (72; 64; 52) and (72; 62) are graphic se-
quences (24); (24); (22; 12) and (24), respectively, and the type 2 criteria sequences of
=(73; 64; 51) and (73; 62; 53) are graphic sequences (12; 01) and (03), respectively.
Hence by Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.1,  is potentially K4;4-graphic. Now assume
n¿9. Consider the following cases:
Case 1: d1=d2=d3=n− 1. If n¿11, then the type 2 criteria sequence ∗ satisBes
1¿d6 − 5¿d7 − 5¿d8 − 5¿0 and d9 − 3= · · · =dn − 3=2 if d9=5, or d6 − 5=d7 −
5=d8−5=1 and 3¿d9−3¿ · · ·¿dn−3¿2 if d9=6. By (∗) is even, ∗ is graphic.
If n=10, then =(93; 64; 53) or (93; 66; 51), and the type 2 criteria sequence of  is
graphic sequence (12; 01; 22) or (13; 31; 21). If n=9, then =(83; 64; 52) or (83; 66).
Clearly the type 2 criteria sequences of  is also graphic sequences (12; 01; 21) or
(13; 31). Thus by Lemma 3.1,  is potentially K4;4-graphic.
Case 2: d36n − 2. Since d1 + d2 + d3 + 6¿8n − 16 − 6(n − 4)=2n + 8, i.e.,
d1+d2+d3+6−16¿2n−8=2(n−8)+8, the type 1 criteria sequence ′′4 of  satisBes
d(4)5 = · · · =d(4)8 =2 and 4¿d(4)9 ¿ · · ·¿d(4)n ¿3 when d9=6, or 2¿d(4)5 ¿ · · ·¿d(4)8 ¿1
and 3¿d(4)9 ¿ · · ·¿d(4)n ¿2 when d9=5. It is easy to follow from (′′4 ) being even
that ′′4 is graphic. Hence by Proposition 2.4,  is potentially K4;4-graphic.
Theorem 3.10. (K4;4; 8)=50, (K4;4; 9)=58, (K4;4; 10)=66, and (K4;4; n)=8n−16
for n¿11.
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Proof. Firstly, it is easy to verify that the sequences =(73; 64; 31), =(83; 64; 42)
and =(93; 62; 55) are graphic, but not potentially K4;4-graphic. Hence, (K4;4; 8)¿50,
(K4;4; 9)¿58 and (K4;4; 10)¿66.
Next, assume that =(d1; : : : ; d8) is graphic, ()¿50 and G realizes . Then
256e(G)628. Hence G is obtained by deleting at most three edges from K8. Clearly
G contains K4;4 as its subgraph. Hence (K4;4; 8)650. Similarly, we can prove that
(K4;4; 9)658 and (K4;4; 10)666.
If n¿11, then by Theorem 3.7, (K4;4; n)¿8n−16. Now assume that =(d1; : : : ; dn)
is graphic and ()¿8n− 16. We use induction on n¿11 to prove that (∗):  is po-
tentially K4;4-graphic. When n=11, ()¿72. If d11¿5, then by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9,
 is potentially K4;4-graphic. If d1163, or d11=4 and ()¿74, then the sequence ′
obtained by laying oO d11 from  satisBes (′)=()−2d11¿66=(K4;4; 10). Hence,
′ and  are potentially K4;4-graphic. Now suppose d11=4 and ()=72. Since  is
graphic, by Theorem 2.1, we have d7¿5. If d10¿5, then the sequence ′ obtained
by laying oO d11 from  satisBes d′10¿5 and (
′)=64. If ′ =(93; 62; 55), then by
Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, ′ and  are potentially K4;4-graphic. If ′=(93; 62; 55), then
=(103; 71; 61; 55; 41) or (103; 63; 54; 41). If =(103; 71; 61; 55; 41), clearly  is poten-
tially K4;4-graphic because d1=d2=d3=10 and d4=7. If =(103; 63; 54; 41), then the
type 2 criteria sequence of  is graphic sequence (22; 12; 02). By Lemma 3.1,  is also
potentially K4;4-graphic. Thus we may further assume that d10=4. By a similar way,
we can prove that  is also potentially K4;4-graphic.
Now suppose that (∗) holds for n − 1¿11. We will prove that (∗) holds for n. If
dn¿5, then by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9,  is potentially K4;4-graphic. If dn64, then the
sequence ′ obtained by laying oO dn from  satisBes (′)¿()−8¿8(n−1)−16.
By the induction hypothesis, ′ and  both are potentially K4;4-graphic.
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